ALLFUSION GEN R7 – NEW FEATURES

INTRODUCTION
This seminar will update you to the latest version r7 of AllFusion Gen. It will enable you to develop and deploy web based applications for the .NET environment. All new and updated features will be discussed. The new build tool and the .NET capabilities are the main areas the seminar will concentrate on.
An overview of the importance of the web environment including the java generation capabilities is part of the presentation. The attendee will get an good understanding why Gen has expanded to these web environments. All new features will be presented in a demo.
The second part of the seminar will give you the opportunity to get hands on experience. You will be using AllFusion Gen r7 and deliver your first .NET application using the new generation and build tool facilities.
The seminar is especially suitable for those attendees who would like to update their general knowledge to the latest release of AllFusion Gen.

YOU WILL LEARN
After completing the course, the participant can:
- Describe the concepts and new features of AllFusion r7
- Describe the features of the new build tool
- Describe the web capabilities (.NET and java) of AllFusion r7
- Describe the evolution AllFusion Gen has gone through to support the new e-business environments
- Work with the new build tool to generate .NET applications. (in case of attending the hands on workshop)

AGENDA
1. AllFusion r7 release summary
2. Toolset enhancements
3. The new build tool
4. Introduction to .NET
5. AllFusion Gen and .NET
6. How to develop .NET applications
7. Hands on exercises to experience the new features.

WHO SHOULD ATTEND
This seminar is developed for:
- Project managers
- Application developers
- All other Gen users

PREREQUISITES
Attendees should have a good knowledge of developing applications using AllFusion Gen.

DURATION
The seminar duration is a half day (without hands on) or one day (with hands on). This seminar can be customized to meet your requirements.
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